Abstract: Quantum Physics imposes that any phase independent amplification introduces excess noise. Nevertheless this limitation could be ignored with conditioning. We report fully characterization with homodyne tomography of a non-deterministic noiseless amplification of a coherent state.
Introduction
The ultimate limit of optical amplification comes from Quantum Physics which imposes that any phase independent amplification introduces excess noise. This is rooted into linearity and unitarity of quantum evolution and prevents perfect cloning of quantum states. Nevertheless this limitation could be ignored with a non-deterministic version which interrupts such evolution.
We have realized and fully characterized with homodyne tomography a non-deterministic noiseless amplification of a coherent state [1] , following a proposal of T.C. Ralph and A.P. Lund [2] . We focus on amplification of small coherent states and study the evolution of the amplification with size of the input state in order to identify the region where the gain remains roughly constant and where distortions are negligible. Larger coherent states can be amplified by splitting them into several modes of sufficiently small amplitude, amplifying them individually and finally recombining them non-deterministically on a single mode.
Principle and technics
The operating principle ( fig. 1(a) ) is closely related to quantum teleportation. A single photon is split on an asymmetric beamsplitter (A-BS) with reflectivity r. The input state |α is superposed with reflected output of the A-BS on a symmetric beamsplitter (S-BS). A successful run of the amplifier is flagged by a single photon event on detector D 1 and no photons on detector D 2 . Conditioned on this event, the (non normalized) state of the transmitted mode, which represents the output of our amplifier, is
The output is thus prepared approximately in the coherent state |gα , with g= √ 1 − r 2 /r; the probability of this event is given by the squared norm of the state (1): P =e
Events where D 2 detects one photon and D 1 detects none can still be accepted by using an active phase modulation [2] .
Unlike another realization [3] , we used homodyne detection and a maximum-likelihood reconstruction algorithm to determine the Wigner quasi-probability distribution of the output of our amplifier for several values of α 2 ( fig.  1(b) ).
Results
We quantify the effective amplification by introducing an effective gain g eff = X out / X in where X out , (X in ) is the amplitude quadrature of the output (input) field. Experimental data are compared with a model taking into account the main imperfections of our setup: limited quality of our single photon state, due to multipair emission and parasitic processes, to imperfect mode-matching between the single photon and the coherent beams, or to finite photon counting detection efficiency. Our entangled resource is still satisfactory for small coherent states ( α < 0.1) , for which the observed gain remains close to the target value g = 2 (in amplitude) or 6 dB ( fig. 2(a) ). The noiseless behaviour of our amplifier is analysed in terms of its "equivalent input noise" (EIN), N eq = δX 2 is the variance of the X quadrature just at the output of the amplifier. This figure tells how much noise must be added to the input noise level, in order to mimic the observed output noise for the given gain. Since the noise of the amplified state is not fully circular in phase space, homodyne detections with different phases will see different noises. Therefore we report both the minimal and the maximal EIN, corresponding to the X and P quadratures respectively, and the EIN averaged ( fig. 2(b) ).The negative EIN shows that our device not only amplifies the signal but also increases the signal-to-noise ratio. Obviously it remains compatible with Quantum Laws because we only see negative EIN for specific heralded events whose outcome rate is as low as the gain is high. We also report as a reference (dotted line) the minimal noise attained with a non-degenerate parametric amplifier for g eff > 1 and with a beamsplitter model for g eff < 1.
